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Sig Eps Explain Reasons
Behind Collapse of House

FRESHM AN HOB HERM ANN rehearses his role as Noah in
the second of two medieval plays to be presented February 141». “Cain’’ and “ Noah” . The Feburary 14 production will
dedicate the Experimental Theater to Professor Em eritus F.
Theodore Cloak.

Cloak Dedication
Marks Premiere
February 14, the Lawrence
University Theatre Company will
present thepremiere performance
of the second term m ajo r
production, Cain and Noah, for a
special in v ita tio n a l audience
gathered in honor of the
dedication of the Experimental
Theatre to F. Theodore Cloak,
emeritus professor of theatre and
drama.
Professor Cloak has been
associated with Lawrence since
1929, and has contributed im 
mensely to both the theatre and
drama department and to the
University as a whole.
C ain and Noah are two
medieval plays, adapted and
translated from Middle English
texts by director Sherw in
Howard, assistant professor of
theatre and drama and assistant
to President Smith.
The Cast
A nine-m em ber cast will
perform the Biblical stories for
Lawrence audiences February
15-18, at 8 p.m. in the E x 
perimental Theatre of the Music
Drama Center. Tickets are free
for Law rence students upon
presentation of a LU I D. at the
box office. For members of the
Appleton community, tickets will
be $1 for students and $2 for
adults.
The company presenting the
show consists of Carol Anderson,
Brigid Finucane, Bob Hermann,
Wendy Harston, Chris Porter,
Linda Rosenbauer. Vic Scar
varda. Bill Sharp, and Steve
Tower. Associate d irecto r is
junior Greg Schrimpf. and the
show has been designed by senior
Jim Stiles.
Historical Sense
Although the show will be in
Middle English, director Howard

has kept the modern audience in
m in d. “ They were po pular
theatre in their day,” Howard
said, ‘‘and are still eminently
playable.”
The show will also be kept
historically accurate with the use
of music "M usic was used ex
tensively throughout the cycle
plays,” Howard affirmed, ‘‘Guild
records show that musicians
were hired, and music especially
w ritten or copied for p e r
formances. While none of the
music used with either ‘‘Cain” or
“ Noah” has survived, the ap 
propriate music of the period has
been added to the Lawrence
production.”
Bill Sharp, a member of the
co m p an y , has selected and
organized the music for the
chorus
and
the
five
in 
stru m e n ta lists. Choruses and
processionals w ill introduce
characters as they appear, as
well as underscoring important
sections of the play.
BF Double Casting
Double casting allows the same
person to portray such diverse
characters as Noah’s wife, Uxor,
and an ox. W endy H arston
manages both roles Bob Her
mann, who last appeared in
“Twelfth Night” , portrays Abel
and Noah, Chris Porter plays
Cain and one of Noah’s sons,
Carol Anderson acts as an anim al
and one of Noah’s daughters in
law, as does Linda Rosenbauer.
Brigid Finucane appears as Scab
in “Cain” and a daughter in
“ Noah,” while Steve Tower plays
God in both productions Vic
Scarvarda and Bill Sharp both
(continued on page 7. col 2)

by Mark Cebulski
Last week, the Lawrentian
informed the university com
munity of the intentions of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon house to turn
itself into a cooperative living
unit Having discovered the end
result, the Lawrentian returned
to the Sig Ep house for some hints
as to what processes led a
fraternity to consider dissolving
itself.
According to Dick Fritsch, a
senior and past Sig Ep Treasurer,
the house had been talking about
going local since he pledged his
freshman year “The house was
caught up in the trend, started
mainly by the deans, of justifying
our existence,” Fritsch said
Although there was a feeling to
leave the national, it was far
from ov e rw h e lm in g , because
the group was still fairly close.
“ Out of twenty-two people, about
fifteen of us would stay close,
with seven or eight going their
own ways,” Fritsch said
E ven
m ore
im p o rta n tly ,
tra d itio n a l fra te rn ity ritu a ls
were still adhered to. “ Nobody
especially liked i t , ” F ritsch
ex plaine d,
“ but
everyone
respected it.” Traditional rush
tactics were used on Fritsch and
his
c lassm ate s— “ we
were
rushed very heavily” —and nine
men were pledged
But like Fritsch, most of these
men were basically anti-Greek.
“ 1 didn’t make much effort to
preserve our traditions, and I
was glad about it,” Fritsch ex
plained “ I couldn’t appreciate
what a national fraternity stood
for.”
When the class of 1970 left the
house, then also did the cor
nerstone of Sig Ep traditions.
“ People said ‘It’s tradition, so to
hell with it,’ ” said senior John
S chneider, one of the few
Sig Eps.in favor of rem aining in a
n atio nal fr a te r n ity .
“ These
people got their friends into the
house,” he continued, “creating a
solid core of anti traditionalists.”
The results of this change were
reflected in rush the next year.
Very few rush tactics were used;
very little rushing was done at
all, in fact. “ If anything killed our
rush,” said Fritsch, “ it was that
no one knew what we were like
We generally felt guilty about
rushing. We felt there was
som ething h y p o c ritic a l about
getting to know someone for the
express purpose of getting him
into the house.”
A block of nine men pledged in
1971; a group that “ thought it
could more or less take over the
house,
but
it
was
sadly
m istaken,” according to Fritsch
So the fraternity, as such, began
to move steadily toward a limbo
like situation Active meetings
became informal house meet
ings, in v olv in g the in d e p e n 
dents living in the house as
well Anyone who wanted to be a
house officer could be one.
Relations with the national
organization slipped badly. No
active member has gone to a
national meeting in six years
“ Actually,” said Fritsch, “ we
would have gone local four years
ago. hut the school said we might
lose the house if we did So. we
were just content to live out our
Lawrence careers as Sig Eps.”
There were no serious alum ni
contacts either. “ Most of our
more recent alum ni return just to
party and have a good tim e,”
Fritsch said. Older alum ni were

reportedly shaken by what they
saw. D a n How ell, a ju n io r,
reflected the general feeling of
the house by saying that “ I don’t
feel I owe them the time of day. If
old alum ni return once, they
don’t do it again.”
Chuck Will, currently Pres
ident of the house, agreed
“ We were just sort of waiting to
die," he said “There was just a
lack of direction
a resignment
that we were moving toward
extinction.”
What unity that had existed in
the house crumbled. “ You just
wanted to live in your own hole a
while,” said Howell.
There are a few Sig Eps who
are proud to be frate rn ity
members, but most are in what
Will called a “ gray zone,” or feel,
like Fritsch, “embarrassed” to
have been a part of a fraternity.
If the fraternity could not be
saved, then, there was a
possibility that the living unit
could. “ It was re a lly Dean
Lauter’s initiative which got the
ball rolling on a co-op,” said Will
“ It will have to base its source of

strength on the espirit de corps of
the people living there. I would
much rather come back in ten
years and see a healthy co-op
than see a dying fraternity.”
But the national w ill not give up
its house easily. “ The fraternity
has an agreem ent w ith the
university to keep the charter on
c a m p u s ,” W ill said. “ Theo
r e tic a lly , anyone who still
wants to be a Sig Ep can be one.”
Further difficulties will follow
if the national chapter attempts
to recolonize.
Due
to an
agreement with the local alum ni
board, “ if twenty people want to
form a new Sig Ep house, there’d
be no co-op,” explained Fritsch.
“ But we’re betting that the
natio nal co uldn't do it the
potential pledges would join the
other five houses instead.”
That problem notwithstanding,
preparations on the co-op con
tinue. “W e’re working on a deal
with the local alum ni board for
renting furniture,” Will said
“ We’re hoping for strong campus
support for the co-op it would be
a big plus in our favor.”

First L.U.C.C. Meeting
Covers Parking, SEC.
by Chris McCarthy
Decisions on the Registration
of Vehicles and Parking Fines,
Soliciting and the Special Events
Committee were made at the
L .U .C .C . m eeting held last
Thursday, January 25. It was the
Council’s first meeting under the
gavel of Jim Simmons Convened
at 4:00 p.m in Riverview Lounge
were the 17 members of the
Council and the two newly ap
pointed officers. Ann Dykstra as
Recording Secretary and Scott
Faulkner as Parliam entarian.
Jim Simmons felt the meeting
went very smoothly saying “ We
went through a lot of m aterial.”
Although he agreed that there
had not been much discussion, he
felt that when issues of more
controversial character came up,
debates would be longer and
more involved He summed it up,
saying simply “ the meeting was
good ”

Starting third term of Ibis year,
any car parked in fir»' lanes, on
sidewalks or on any lawn on
campus will be fined $10. At the
beginning of next fall term, there
will be no Registration fee for
vehicles, but a penalty of $5 will
be slapped on non registrees. The
fines for all other vehicular in
fractions will also increase, from
$2 to $4, at this time.
Students will not be helped by
signs d e sig n atin g p e rm itte d
hours because it was felt that the
rules given to owners upon
registration would suffice. It was
also mentioned that the signs
might be stolen.
Fines not paid within 5 days of
receipt will be doubled This is
another change, from
the
previous allowance of 10 days for
payment.
(continued on page 7, col 3)

Prof. Thrall To Show Art
P rin ts,
w atercolors
and
acrylics by Lawrence University
Art Professor Arthur Thrall wiil
be exhibited in the coming weeks
at three art centers in Illinois and
Wisconsin.
Thrall has received 70 awards
and prizes for his work in the past
22 years. He will be the featured
artist in a three m an show
which opens Feb. 2 at the Ben
ja m in G alle rie s in Chicago.
Works to be displayed at the
C hicago show, w hich runs
through Feb. 27, include prints,
watercolors and acrylics.
From Feb. 1 March II, works
by Thrall will be featured in a
show at the Elvehjem Art Center
in Madison
He will display
original plates and proofs as weil
as final prints in an exhibit titled
“ Printm aking Techniques.”
Some 50 prints, watercolors
and acrylics by Thrall will be
displayed in a one man show at
the Bergstrom Art Center,

Neenah, held Feb 27 March 25
Thrall has been a member of
the Lawrence Art faculty since
1904. when Milwaukee Downer
College
consolidated
with
Lawrence. He was a member of
the
M ilw aukee Downer
art
faculty for nine years Ix'fore
coming to Lawrence
Works by Thrall are included in
important collections from coast
to coast, as well as in libraries
and cultural centers throughout
the world through a program of
the United States Information
Agency.
Thrall’s awards and prizes also
indicate the recognition he has
received nationwide, and include
awards for works displayed in
shows from New York City to
Seattle, Wash
His most recent awards were
earned in shows during 1972 in
Stevens P o in t, Oshkosh and
Green Bay. Wis

jdettete to the CJUtob. . .

TKRM II KXAM SCHEDULE
Wednesday, March 14
A.M. — 9:50 TTS
P.M. — 8:30 MWF

letters may he submitted to the Lawrentian office or to staff members No
unsigned letters will be printed, although the writer s name may be deleted upon
request. Copy deadline i.s 9 p.m. Wednesday: letters must he typed double
spaced. Letters submitted late or in incorrect form may not appear in the issue
o f the following Triday. I he Lawrentian reserves the right to make minor
editorial changes or shorten letters without changing meaning.

Thursday, March 15
A M' — 9:50 MWF
P.M. — 2:50 MWF

Annoying Questions

Friday, March 16
AÌM. — 8:30 TTS
P.M. — 11:10 MWF

To the Kditor:
Wo are among the people who
annoy
M r.
F aulk ne r
by
questioning President Nixon’s
handling of the Vietnam peace
settlement.

Saturday, March 17
A.M. — 1:30 MWF
(This exam schedule dot's not include all courses in
which exams may be given. A more complete schedule
will be released in a subsequent issue.)
A.M. examinations begin at 8:30
P.M. examinations begin at 1:30
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periods and vacations by The Lawrentian o f Lawrence University.
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pleton. Wisconsin 5491!.

Schwartz Evaluations
Nailed to the inside door of the Lawrentian office is a
largish envelope containing professor evaluation forms. For
the uninitiated, the inside door of the Lawrentian office can be
reached by following the Main Hall stairs to the basement and
veering right. The forms, of course, as for those students who
have had at least one course from Morton Schwartz.
Naturally, Schwartz is not up for tenure. However, it is
hoped by those spearheading this form-filling-out campaign,
that in this manner students can indicate what they thought of
Schwartz’s teaching ability. If, perchance, the majority
thought he was lousy, then the administration can feel vin
dicated in its decision not to renew his contract If, as the
organizers of this project suspect, the majority admired Sch
wartz’s style and learned a great deal from him, then perhaps
the administration will regret, if not reconsider, its decision
We have decided to profer up our door and support the
campaign not only because of our respect for Mr. Sch
wartz, but because we see a broader issue involved here.
Basically, we see two main points: A) Should student opinion
be consulted in the hiring and firing of faculty? and B) Is it,
indeed, possible to poll student opinion?
While we don’t suggest the usurpation of administrative
power by enfranchising the student body in regards to hiring
and firing, we do feel that students should be consulted. A
number of departments already do this in reference to hiring.
For instance, history ma jors are invited to Main Hall 332 at
10:30 a m Saturday to hear the lecture of an American history
professor ia 1 candidate.
We strenuously feel that this policy of consulting students
should be extended to the renewing or non-renewing of faculty
contracts. After all, who can better judge the effectiveness of
the professor in the classroom than those students who faith
fully took notes from him or her and wrote his or her exams?
In the last analysis, though, a Lawrentian editorial can’t
possibly convince the administration to reconsider its policies.
What we can do, however, is assist those who are attempting to
prove that it is possible to poll student opinion on the ef
fectiveness of a given professor. If the demonstration is a
success, if an efficient means of garnering opinion is
developed, then perhaps THAT will convince the ad
ministration to reexamine its practices.
So. come by and pick up an evaluation form in the
basement of Main Hall If you don’t speak out. how can you
expect anyone to listen’’
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Mr Faulkner has suggested
that we ask Hanoi why the war
dragged on during President
Nixon’s first term. He believes
the
answ er
lies
in
the
re c alcitra n ce of the North
Vietnamese to accept President
Nixon’s peace terms of four years
ago.
It is politically naive to assume
that the treaty signed January 27
is the same as the Nixon
proposals of four years ago. The
United States has not won a
m ilitary victory in Vietnam It is
not in the position of a victor able
to impose peace terms on a
vanquished foe. Contrary to what
Mr F au lk n e r believes, both
sides have made concessions.
S p e c if ic a lly , c o n tr a s tin g
President Nixon’s proposals of
May 14, 1969 with the January 27,
1973 treaty shows the U.S. has
m ade
the
follow ing
com 
promises:
1.

Four years ago Nixon
demanded the withdrawal of all
non-South Vietnamese forces
from South Vietnam He has
now agreed to an in-place
ceasefire which leaves 150.000
North Vietnamese troops in
South V ietn am
This co n 
cession was a m ajor cause of
the dispute between Nixon and
Thieu
over
the
October
agreement.
2. Four years ago Nixon insisted
all North Vietnamese forces be
withdrawn from Cambodia and
Laos. The present agreement
does not even establish a for
mal ceasefire in Cambodia and
Laos.
:? Four years ago Nixon insisted
any settlement would have to
allow all the South Vietnamese
people to freely determine their
political future . The January
27 agreement does establish a
three
p arty
C ouncil
of
Reconciliation and Concord to
“ freely
d e te rm in e ”
the
p o litic a l future of South
V ietn am .
However,
the
agreem ent also g rants the
Communists what amounts to
veto power over the selection of
members for the Council.
4
Four years ago Nixon
demanded that any ceasefire
be policed by an international
supervisory body. The January
27 Agreement has reduced this
supervisory body to a token
force of 1,160 men Fxperts
estimate a force of 50.0(H) men
would be sufficient to e f
fectively police the ceasefire.
In sum. the agreement signed
January 27 would have been
unacceptable to both sides four
vears ago
What really bothers us, Mr
Faulkner, is that President Nixon
has tin* audacity to claim that a
lastin g
peace
has
been
established in Vietnam Contrary
to what you seem to believe the
conflict is far from over for the
Vietnamese. A solution which
leaves 150,000 North Vietnamese
troops (R() percent of North
V ietnam ’s Army) in the South
can hardly be viewed as con
ducive to a lasting peace.
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If the last four years has not
brought peace to Vietnam, what
has it brought? Only a document
which allows the United States to
retreat from V ietnam with
“ honor” What we question, Mr.
Faulkner, is whether Am erica’s
“ honor” was really worth the
cost in death and suffering to both
Vietnamese and Americans. We
are sorry such questions annoy
you.
—JIM LYON
—JE F F MARTIN

"Peace with H onor”
To the F ditor:
“ Vietnam Peace with Honour”
The headlines of the D aily
Telegraph here in London.
President Nixon’s announcement
could not have come at a better
time, with President. Johnson's
death, a fellow Lawrentian’s
death in Costa Rica, and the
growing skepticism of President
Nixon’s intentions in Vietnam
Being in a foreign country at a
time when “peace” is at hand can
be extremely frustrating since
Britain’s man on the street
cannot possibly understand just
how miserable the war in Viet
nam w as—not only to the
American youth, but to the
President as well Perhaps my
Appleton friends can visualize
the situation a bit more clearly
when they see a copy of a London
newspaper. The one-column
article, concerning the “peace”
is overshadowed by an article
pertaining to the Viet Cong’s
continued attacks upon Quang
Tri and the Mekong Delta.
1 have been at Lawrence for
three years now I do not intend to
join the ranks of my political
activist, anti Nixon friends. I just
want to relate an incident which
occured last weekend while I was
visiting Dorset County, 120 miles
southwest of London
I was spending a relaxful
evening in a quaint English living
room , discussing the world
situation with two residents of
Corfe. After having visited the
Purbeck Hill area that afternoon
and witnessing the peace that
existed in this part of the world, I
was not prepared to hear one of
these residents say they wanted
nothing to do with London, the
United States, or the world for
that matter. “ We are content
here, so why waste tim e
philosophizing about things that
do not pertain to an existence?”
President Nixon has stated that
the American people “should be
proud that they (the U.S.) had not
settled for a peace that would
have meant abandoning their
allies.” One may question his use
of “allies.” One might also
question “Proud” or “settled” .
But one cannot question peace,
for that term is fam iliar to us all
So let us devote our time to
making this peace last rather
than parade down College
Avenue with a candle calling for
President Nixon’s impeachment.
I' inallv, let us hope we do not
become as apathetic as my
Iriends in Corfe One may detest
President Nixon at home or
abroad. But when one rea /os
how m any foreigners detest
America one has to decide bet
ween two worlds. In economics
we might call our action a
second best solution’ President
Nixon calls it peace Where do
you stand?
II I I

I \(
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Campus
Notes
ACM Application Deadline
The application deadline for
the Associated Colleges of the
Midwest’s East Asian Studies in
Japan (August 1973-June 1974) is
February 7. Students in the
program spend an academic year
in Tokyo, studying in the In
ternational Division of Waseda
U niversity an d liv in g with
Japane se fa m ilie s . A rra n g e 
ments may also be made for
special
independent
study
projects. This year’s program
will be directed by Professor
Raymond Jacobson of Carleton,
an artist and sculptor.

Poster Art Contest
Entries for the poster art
contest sponsored by Lawrence
Concert Choir are to be turned in
to the office at the music-drama
center by 5 pm on Monday (Feb.
5) If special arrangements must
be made, contact Mark T. Nelson
at ext. 394 or ext. 244.
Last minute entries are en
couraged, their spontaneity
cherished; so feel free to read the
rules and come up with an idea
over the weekend.

Cliburn Concert
Tickets for the concert by in
ternationally acclaimed pianist
Van Cliburn are on sale at the
Box Office. The concert will be
May 1 in the Lawrence Chapel
All seats for the concert must
be reserved in advance. Prices
are $«,$9, and $10.

Film s
Two film s
produced
by
F rederick W isem an w ill be
shown next week in connection
with a topics of Inquiry class. On
M onday, F e b ru a ry 5, 1973,
“ Basic T raining” will be shown
at 4 :IS p.m. On Wednesday,
February 7, “ High School” will
be shown at 7:30 p.m . Both films
will be shown in Youngehild 161.
Wiseman is perhaps the hest
do cu m en tary
film
m ak er
currently at work in this country
and his film s are excellent
statements on social institutions.
Everyone
is
w elcom e.
Descriptive information on the
films will be available at the
Library.

Brahms' Requiem
Anyone who would like to join
Choral Society in working on the
B rahm s R e q u ie m and can
rehearse on Thursday evenings
from 6:30 to 7:45 during terms II
and HI is asked to respond as
soon as possible to Dr. Erickson,
Music D ram a, ext. 505.
Members of Choral Society who
sang in Messiah are asked to
respond, whether or not they can
join again.

In The Shade
In the Shade has been a rather
obscure, lite ra ry m ag azin e ,
published a few times each year,
purchased by a
few and
rem em bered by even fewer.
Changes are being made. We can
become a v ib ra n t circle of
writers, serious about developing
our art. critiquing and learning
from one another and from
celebrated writers we sponsor to
appear on campus. We can
publish as often as we want- all
we need to do is get together.
Please
co ntact
N un am ela
(formerly known as Gail A.
Thomsen) Editor of In The Shade
Box 710 Kohler Hall. X :?63, it you
are serious about your writing,
’ regardless of the extent of your
experience

Two Freshmen Cite Many
Complaints as Exaggerated

Kick the Door; Exit Immediately
Editor's Note: The following is an
open letter to President Smith
which Ted Tollefson requested
that we print.
Dear President Smith,
I recently received from your
office a form which allows me
to recom m end students to
Law rence.
The
form
has
remained lacked to my bulletin
board, vaguely troubling
My
uneasiness finally formed itself
into a question: am I willing to
recommend Lawrence to per
spective students? Yes, but only
with the reservations which the
follow ing pages seek to a r 
ticulate.
*1

In late September I returned to
Lawrence for a weekend. While
visiting a friend in Kohler, I
found myself trapped in the
m an ’s bathroom stall The lock
was jam m ed, the space con
fining I could see only a bit of the
floor and a piece of the ceiling. I
could call for help but who would
hear me? I could try climbing
over but this seemed impossible,
so I crawled under and ran out
the door
In retrospect, this incident
seems to organize much of my
four years at Lawrence. I was
trapped, trapped in a labrinth of
p a re n ta l
e x p e c ta tio n s ,
disciplinary divisions of know
ledge, in s m a ll do rm itory
rooms, in a narrow range of
legitimate verbal forms. I was
cut-off. F eeling how to re 
integrate thinking with feeling.
Thinking critically but rarely
how to re integrate thinking with
feeling. Thinking was cut-off
from present reality. One studied
dead not living poets, ancient not
modern religions. Thinking was
cut-off from »•.•tion. M oral
problems were examined but
rarely acted upon. T hinking
within a disciplinary framework
was cut-off from other concerns;
the end of study was not selfdiscovery but m ethodological
subtleties.
Mv cell was narrow hilt
comfortable. As my horizons
shrunk to the limits of Lawrence
University, to my three courses,
to this book m y problem s
likewise diminished. I excelled in
apathy and got good grades.
Rew ards cam e
pred ictably
enough
It was comfy: why
leave?
Who would hear me? Not
anyone who had a twenty page
paper due the next day, nor
anyone who had been tran
sformed into an annotated body
of footnotes. Besides, I had
unlearned the language of the
hear and the head language I had
acquired was useless for what I
wanted to say.
I crawled under and ran away.
I graduated. I looked at the sun
hazing through tree-tops I got
my diploma. I shook hands with
you. I gave my diploma to my
parents.
II
Before moving on to con
structive suggestions for change
(am I not a liberal?), I ’d like to
interject a few words of thanks to
those who helped me to survive
four years at Lawrence more or
less intact:
Larry Crockett, friend and
confessor.
Hon Grimes who opened a path
from scholarly work to scholarly
play
.Jerry Bullis who reminded me
that poetry is for ]ov before and
after analysis
Kathy, Nikki. Bonnie and Beth
who demonstrated that caring
survives even at Law rence
University.
III
My suggestions are, of course,
fra g m e n ta ry a
few
words

thrown over the gap between
what Lawrence was for me and
what it might become.
1. One way to integrate
scholarly thinking with other
disciplines and areas of concern
would
be to offer
in te r
disciplinary seminars in problem
solving. Thus, for example, a
problem like pollution of the Fox
Kiver might be approached by
biology majors (data gathering
and e v a lu a tin g ), philosophy
majors (deciphering government
codes), E n g lish m a jo rs ( a r 
ticulating the problem in jour
nalese), etc.
2. Lawrence’s committment to
educating the whole person (as
opposed to the fine tuning of the
intellect
alone)
could
be
demonstrated by accrediting a
broader range of learning ex
periences, e.g., field work, work
with community organizations,
group encounters.
3. Some attempt should be
made to make the methods of
liberal education congruent with
its professed goals. The lecture
read recite pattern of learning
common at Lawrence rewards
students who can absorb and
recall The relatively narrow
range of legitimate verbal forms
(term paper, honors paper)
rewards those who confine their
thinking to standardized forms.
The emphasis on cognitive rather

than effective c o m m u n ic a tio n
rew ards students who can
disengage thinking from feeling
D isc ip lin a ry studies rew ard
those who think within a preestablished perspectives. In sum,
current methods reward and
inculcate a way of thinking that is
co nfo rm ing , narrow , passive,
dependent
If a goal of a
Law rence education is in 
tellectual independence, method
as well as course content should
be made supportive of this goal.
4 Some attempt should be
made«to articulate common goals
of a Lawrence education. !f. as I
suspect, there are few common
goals, each professor should be
encouraged to make explicit the
values w hich s tru ctu re the
content and method of his course.
Thereby a student being led
through the maze is at least
aware of where he is going and
hence able to consciously choose
an alternative path.
IV
Enclosed you will find the
names of several students who
have expressed an interest in
Lawrence. I hav^also given them
copies of this letter. I trust that if
any attend Lawrence and find it
unchanged they will deliver a
swift kick to the jam m ed door
and, with great whoops of joy and
laughter, exit immediately.
Cheers,
— TED TOLLEFSON

Why I Chose to Leave
by Hick Kaniirez
As m any others have said,
I will tell you why I left
Lawrence. Before I criticize, I scholarship should not be an end
will say that I learned a great in itself. Not if the world, our
deal about people, education, world, is to survive or improve.
and life in general It was wor So you’re an A student and you
feel great about it, and others are
thwhile.
I did not come here prim arily proud or envious of you. Can
to be entertained, or to develop anyone survive happily knowing
my intellectual powers. Neither that there are people all around
did I envision my proposed stay him or her suffering physically or
as the inevitable step before a psycholog ically , and not do
good job or satisfying career. anything about it? Here we are,
best
the
A m e rica n
Before I came, I had gotten the the
impression that this was why I educational system can produce.
was supposed to want to come to What are we doing"’
college. And after I arrived, there
Lawrence, I feel, as an institution
were many students who ap that molds us in so many other
peared to have come for the
ways, should try to humanize us
above reasons. Many students
who have been previously
exist here quite happily and feel
dehumanized to such a large
content about the directions in extent by the values of the
which their lives are going or are
traditional educational system
being taken Then there are the Such values as competition for
somewhat confused, unhappy:
winning’s sake and the im 
those who are afraid or ashamed
portance of being an independent
to honestly communicate with
individual. Too often does in
even their closest friends, or who
dependence get translated as
feel real emptiness or loneliness
indifference.
when they pause from their
academic pursuits. Why is it so
People can be taught to care
hard to break away from the about each other. But they
superficiality of our sophisticated constantly need examples from
small talk?
teachers,
fellow
students,
Why is it so unusual that we anyone. Also important as an
have a meaningful dialogue with example is the philosophy-in
someone? Maybe it’s because we action of the university as defined
feel guilty about going along with by the officials and trustees.
‘‘the system’’ and about trying to
L aw re nc e ’s o ffic ia ls m ust
“ get a h e a d ” of our fellow
define Lawrence’s philosophy,
students and the rest of America, particularly with respect to the
not to m ention our utter larger society. This would help
ignorance of the rest of the potential students decide whether
human race.
or not this place is for them
Sometimes I wonder about
If L aw rence o ffic als refuse
Lawrence’s validity as an in to clearly define the philosophy
stitution of learning I believe with respect to the larger society,
that many people here do not they are merely ignoring what
seek
p r im a r ily
lea rn in g ,
they are producing: largely,
knowledge, or w isdom but
intellectual or not so intellectual
prim arily high grades and a people who are co m petitiv e,
good-looking transcript on their ready to sacrifice for their own
departure from Appleton. This success, and little more
This is all not to say that one
problem successfully prevents a
cannot be happy here There are
healthy lea rn in g atm osphere
Anyone who is honestly trying to many diversions here and a groat
learn cannot do it unless he frees deal of wisdom and knowledge to
himself from the atmosphere of bo gained. But in our sadly
competition and worrying about dehumanized society, how can I
grades. C o m petition breeds continue to support an institution
studying and memorizing, but not that stubbornly refuses to admit
through its actions that society
much learning—and it simply
and our values need reform 7
stifles creative expression.

bv Jan Archibald and
Betsy Morris
To be perfectly frank, we are
sick and tired of the derogatory
remarks heard about Lawrence
As freshmen we feel it is our
obligation to explain why we are
still satisfied with our decision to
come to Lawrence and to stay.
We realize it is much easier to
criticize an institution, but we
feel compelled to defend this one
Granted. Lawrence has its
faults but so does every school in
this nation. We’ve heard com 
plaints about the “ social life’’ at
Lawrence. However we know
from experience that nonacademic endeavors at large
universities are no more exciting
than here. Also, most events at
other universities are far more
expensive. No m atte r which
school one attends, it takes
imagination to plan a social life
College should be a training
ground for us to live in “ the real
outside world." We sincerely
doubt that the “ real world” goes
to as much trouble to schedule
events for people as Lawrence
does.
(For example: we are spoon-fed
each week with a copy of “This
Week” ) Are you going to school
for a social life or an education?
If you want purely a “ social life"
then you should have: a) stayed
in high school, b) dropped out of
Lawrence, or c) chosen a party
school.
We’ve heard complaints about
Law rence hav ing o u tm o d e d
teaching methods. We feel it is
important to be realistic. How
many really new methods are
available? Some new methods
have proven to be enlightening
(refer to last week’s edition of the
Lawrentian concerning the new
French Proficiency sequence;)
but
others
have
been
disastrously unsuccessful. For
example: how many freshmen
get more out of the Freshmen
Core Program (for the most part
discussion) than they do from
their other classes? We’re getting
more out of our “out moded”
lecture classes including the ones
with sixty students
It has been said that we are
“out of touch w ith the world,” but
this is certainly not the univer
sity’s fault. This problem seems
to be on every campus. It is our
responsibility to inform ourselves
about the outside events. One
answer to the problem is a seven
dollar per term subscription to
the New York Times. If that is too
hard to do, our library has a
subscription
for
num erous
papers. The news is on T V each
night and of course our radios
carry the news regularly.
The un iv ersity cannot be
blamed if you have trouble fin

ding a balance between your
acad e m ic and personal life.
Building a meaningful personal
life is something you should have
been doing long before college
and should continue to do af
terwards It is not something
strictly learned during four years
at college
We feel the Conservatory is a
large asset to this university.
Please consider the numerous
concerts and th e a tric a l p r o 
ductions which have been pro
vided thus far
Our physical fa c ilitie s are
basically adequate. After writing
an average of one m ajor paper
per week last term, we feel our
lib ra ry has served us well
Reference librarians are sup
plied and a bus to Madison if we
still cannot find materials.
With the exception of T I., there
is little difficulty in getting
enrol It'd in the course one desires
at Lawrence. If you feel an in 
troductory course of sixty people
is detrimental, imagine being in a
class of 9.(KM) students at 7 (H)
a.m. This is not a rarity at large
un iversities. One m ust also
consider that there are no
graduate students as instructors
and our professors are more
dedicated to the real education of
the student than to their in
div id u a l desire to become
distinguished authors in their
field
One of the most important
decisions a young person has to
make is the appropriate college.
While we feel that criticism of a
university is a valid method of
evaluation we also feel that in
ternal criticism and evaluation
can lead to productive and
correct answers. Perhaps the
students who are dissatisfied
here have m ade a wrong
decision. The Admissions Office
of Lawrence must be considered
one of the most comprehensive
and knowledgable in the*country.
We recall the thought in one of the
many letters before our decision
to attend Lawrence: choosing the
right college is imperative, for
not only does the college choose
you but you must choose the
college. Be careful in this
decision.
Once the student has realized
that his decision m ay have been
wrong, there are choices to be
m ade: to re m ain and co n 
structively attempt to change tin*
problems encountered or to move
on to another university or life
style Perhaps the change would
enable the student to reach the
balance of academic and per
sonal concerns and would also
enable the student to remain in
fuller contact with the world he
feels so isolated from
at
Lawrence.
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Teaching at a Small University
One Person’s View
There is more concern for education. At
Lawrence, I have found a much greater concern for
the basic matters of education. To be fair, three
years of serious campus unrest, including dramatic
co nfron tatio ns, strikes and boycotts, and
firebombings, diverted faculty attention from other
concerns. But the fact remains that most of my
colleagues seldom considered either the problems
facing higher education or its basic mission.
The single exception was the issue of personpower
(formerly manpower). The winnowing of the non
tenured faculty ranks provide a source of concern,
particularly among the non-tenured faculty! The
problems of under representation of women and
minorities in faculty positions provoked con
siderable discussion, particularly among women
and other interested parties. Entire departments,
however, could be provoked to cries of outrage if
they were forced to surrender one of their
secretaries due to “ financial retrenchment.” (The
secretaries themselves seldom needed to complain,
however, because most seemed to surface
somewhere else, often in the offices of the “finan
cial retrenchers.” )

Knowledgeable Faculty

by Parker Marden
Associate Professor of Sociology
Editor's Note: The following article which initially
appeared in the LAW RENCE ALUMNUS is
reprinted with permission from the author.
I would like to provide a brief account of my
recent change of jobs. For many, this may prove to
be as thrilling as an account of my summer
vacation But I write it not to provide details about
my personal history. Rather, in a time of con
siderable anxiety about the future of the liberal arts
college, my initial impressions about Lawrence
University and (he education that it provides
suggest that the situation is one for which I, at least,
can find true enthusiasm.
I moved to Lawrence this year, assuming a new
teaching position after six years of service in what
is acknowledged as one of Am erica’s great
universities complete with a distinguished graduate
program in my field. In the six months since I
arrived at Lawrence, I have undergone con-

often undervalued, resource. I would contend that in
a reasonable comparison of their faculties, the
advantage rests with Lawrence, not with the major
university that I know best or others with which I
am acquainted. At (he very least, Lawrence fulfills
its announced mission in undergraduate education
while claim ing little else, while the m ajor univer
sities meet many obligations while failing to meet
the one about which they are most vocal: the
teaching of undergraduates.

Teaching al Lawrence
Teaching is harder. Teaching at Lawrence is
much harder, yet more persons seem to do it well.
These facts reflect the different commitment of the
small college and the large university to un
dergraduate education, despite parallel statements
in their respective catalogs. It is not that the

“There is much at Lawrence of great m erit, including its faculty which is perhaps its
most treasured, though often undervalued, resource.”
siderable self-examination about my move. Such
introspection was stimulated within two weeks of
my arrival when the establishment of the new
program in Sociology, the task for which I was
recruited, was listed as one of the year’s
achievements, immediately before the creation of
continuous dining services. A week later, in 
trospection changed to self-doubt after a reporter
for the Lawrentian. while developing his list of ills
of the school, noted that it was tio longer able to
attract good new faculty.

Difference in Education
Nonetheless, my move to Lawrence has provided
an occasion for me to reflect on an issue of greater
consequence: the difference between education at
Lawrence and that provided by the major
university that I left behind Many of the differences
are obvious ones and students, faculty, and others
are quick to see the advantages of the large
university: extensiveness of resources, diversity of
programs, and eminence of the faculty Admittedly,
there is something about eating lunch at the Faculty
Club across the room from a Nobel Laureate that
makes a corner table at the Student Union seem
different somehow. And I still suffer withdrawal
pains when I fail to find something in the Library
which I had taken for granted in a collection of
:t,000,000. (Or are those nonwithdrawal pains?)
Rut there are subtle, seldom considered dif
ferences that also should be examined. There is
much at Lawrence of great merit, including its
faculty, which is perhaps its most treasured, though

number of the class hours are longer, which they
are, or that 1 have an extra course or two (actually,
three) to prepare each year, or that the graduate
teaching assistants and their aid in grading are
gone. The administration and a few charitable
faculty members prepared me for these changes.
But there were several things that they did not tell
me.
First, to borrow a computer term, I am “on line’’
most of the time. Like most Lawrence faculty, I
must be far more responsible for students’
education. For example, 1 can no longer hide in the
Graduate Library, secure in the knowledge that the
few undergraduates that I might encounter there
had been admitted to the sanctuary only because
they could solve certain bibliographic mysteries set
in their path by the guardians of the keep. Now
when I go to the library, the situation is different
Students do not hesitate to ask for the clarification
of assignments or for help on their research.
Sim ilarly, 1 was seldom called at home in my
former academic life. In six years, I can recall only
a dozen telephone calls from students, including one
memorable one at an early hour from a fraternity
seeking to settle an argument on the size of thi*
world’s population. At Lawrence, my home number
is posted by every campus telephone and persons
use it frequently, especially when assignments are
due I have not changed, but what is expected of me
(quite correctly) has. On the whole, the Lawrence
faculty is extremely accessible to students and
those undergraduates who scoff should consider the
guile involved in bypassing the secretarial

gatekeepers at faculty offices at most universities
or the making of appointments with a professor
between his airplane trips. (Consider, for example,
that twice I had to see one former colleague in New
York City because the meeting could not be con
veniently scheduled while we were both on the
c a m p u s!)

ide Array of Topics

W

Second, no one told me that I would have to be
more responsible for my discipline. I am no longer a
demographer interested in the correlates of fertility
and left-handedness, and offering one of my three
courses as a graduate seminar on the subject, but I
am a sociologist responsible for a wide array of
topics throughout my field. No longer do I have a
collection of 18 colleagues (and 70 graduate student
“specialists” ) to whom I can refer a student for re
referral until he or she gives up in exhaustion while
never discovering that we do not have an answer.
Third, Lawrence students are harder to teach. It
is not that they are more intelligent or more aware.
Rather, they have broader preparation because of
the scale of the academic program. Since there are
fewer faculty in any one field, Lawrence students
must take more courses outside of their “specialty”
with persons with orientations that they might
prefer to avoid. For the students, this can be a very
rewarding, although not always welcome, ex
perience. For a new faculty m ember, it can be
disconcerting, if not terrorizing. Students majoring
in other fields, for example, have a built-in “crap
detector about matters that a disciplinary bias and
a relatively homogeneous set of students had
caused me to take for granted. Only a background
of leaching suspicious senior pre-medical students
in their first sociology course prepared me for this
experience.

(>rowing Intellectually
In the process of encountering all of these things, I
know that I am becoming a better sociologist and I
think that I am growing intellectually. It is an ex
cellent reflection of the Lawrence faculty that most
seem to have gone through these changes both
within their respective fields and in their general
scholarly development. Again, they were no better
than my colleagues in my previous situation, but
teaching in a large university, with its demands of
specialization and the usual restriction of contacts
to those of the same persuasion, causes broader
interests and knowledge to atrophy through non
use.

The situation at Lawrence is quite different. Most
of the faculty are knowledgeable and concerned
about the financial problems of the institution in
particular and higher education in general,
although Lawrence’s fiscal situation is less
precarious than that of many larger schools. While
professors at universities like NYU and others seem
prepared to place self-interest above institutional
survival, the Lawrence faculty appears willing to
sacrifice some things to protect items of greater
importance. There is far more concern here about
the college’s basic educational mission and the
threat that financial retrenchment represents to the
of values upon which it is based than I ever
heard expressed at my former institution. There,
most persons concerned with such values and the
design of an appropriate undergraduate program
were clustered in a handful of departments
History, Government, English, Psychology, and
faculty members in other fields like Poultry
Science, Aeronautical F'ngineering, and Consumer

Research Tradition
The research tradition is easier to respect. My
former colleagues can probably accept my first two
comparisons, but the third one is more problematic.
After all, research is the raison d’ etre for the great
university (and for undergraduates, there is the
difficulty). I believe that the research tradition at
Lawrence, Respite its emphasis upon teaching, is
more intellectually honest and stimulating. To be
sure, many more of the large university’s
professors have natio nal and in te rn atio n a l
reputations which are well deserved But in com 
paring the research productivity of the two in
stitutions, one needs to make two adjustments.
First, much of the university-based research is a
team enterprise, while at Lawrence, it is usually a
solo effort conducted while carrying an extensive
teaching load. How does one count the many hours
contributed by graduate students and the ubiquitous
housewife-research assistants in e s tim a tin g
productivity? How does one adjust for the dif
ferences in teaching responsibilities?
Second, because of the importance of research at
a large university, the emphasis is upon volume.
Assistant professors wfite articles because their
probationary period is too short to sustain a booklength effort Senior professors often publish
numerous items only because of their eminence and
national exposure: selections in proceedings and
symposia, contributed papers at conferences, etc.,
and the clever person can use the same piece
several times. At Lawrence, the pace of research is
more measured.

Disti ngu is Ited (Colleagues
1 must confess to considerable surprise over the
commitment to research at Lawrence. Because of
m y university-based expectations, I q uick ly
discovered that some of my colleagues are truly
distinguished in their fields Many publish and
many do research (categories that need not be
identical). While styles differ and some are to be
more highly valued than others, there are com
paratively few on the faculty who would be
categorized as “deadwood.” The small size of the

“ Lawrence students are harder to teach. It is not that they are more intelligent or
aware. R ather, they have broader preparation because of the scale of the academic
program .”
Economics often dismissed their concerns as those
of “ traditionalists.” While the Lawrence faculty is
not so other-worldly as to scorn self-interest,
especially on items that can be exchanged for food
and shelter, its integrity and sense of educational
purpose rem ain comparatively intact.

college community leads to great visibility of the
faculty and the quick identification of in
competence. At a university like the one from which
I came, some persons achieve virtual anonymity
and never have their inability revealed. Professors
who are now simply serving out their time until

NEW PAPERBACKS:
— American Review 16 - Magazine of New W riting — Ed. T.
Solotaroff
New w o rk s by such c e le b ra te d a u th o rs as Allen G insberg,
John H aw kes, Ralph Ellison, and m ore
From the Nets of a Salmon Fisherman — Eric Forre
A young m an ’s a d v e n tu re in s u rv iv a l and d isco very in th e
Yukon.
— Communes USA*- A Personal Tour — Richard Fairfield
F a irfie ld covers ju s t about all types of com m unes: hippies,
Utopians, a n a rc h is ts , d ro p o u ts, etc. He fin d s th a t each co m 
m une is based on sharing, a n y th in g fro m w ork to sex. A
c u lm in a tio n of fiv e years of research.
— The Hungry Planet — Georg Borgstrom
Irre fu ta b le d o c u m e n ta tio n of how m an ’s insane p o p u la tio n
g ro w th w ill lead to mass s ta rv a tio n —soon.

retirement, few in number but important in con
sequences, can keep their self-respect in the world
beyond the university w here’institutional frailties
matter little because of their earlier reputations
Further, the commitment to research at
Lawrence outweighs the commitment to en
trepreneurship
conditions that are often confused
at a larger institution. A personal example may
suggest the difference. I was recently fortunate
enough to receive a sizable grant The first question
asked of me by my colleagues at Lawrence was,
“ What is it for?” The first question asked at my
previous institution when I visited recently was,
“ How m uch?” There is an important issue con
cealed in this question and accordingly, 1 would
argue that the research tradition at Lawrence
should not be undervalued There m ay be colleges
where little research is conducted with detrimental
consequences for teaching, but Lawrence
not one
of them. The pace may be more measured and the
efforts may be more solitary, but the research in
terests and scholarship of many Lawrence
professors are unquestionably high

Final Dimension
One final dimension should be considered In
general, the Lawrence faculty talk about scholarly
interests, including their research, with their
colleagues. At the university from which 1 came,
the normal pattern was quite different. Oftce I had a
colleague described to me in the following way:
“ Before he published his research, you can never
get him to talk about it; afterwards you can never
get him to stop.” Few professors had a good idea
about the work, sometimes even the interests, of
others and this situation restricted discussion to
more mundane matters. At Lawrence, more faculty
members discuss their scholarly interests openly
and exchange ideas willingly. This seems to Ik*
especially stimulated by involvement in in
terdisciplinary enterprises like Freshman Studies.
In my first term at Lawrence, I heard names that
had been unmentioned in my presence since I left
college: Plato, Swift, Emerson, Adam Smith, and
others that I now recall to be rather central to a i
Western intellectual tradition. To me, this speaks
well of Lawrence.
Lawrence, like most small, private liberal arts
colleges, faces serious problems. It is challenged by
financial difficulties, beset by a general crisis of
confidence over higher education, and buffeted by
the demands of a-changing society. But given its
mission
the provision of a quality undergraduate
education in the liberal arts — it meets its
responsibilities very well. There* are many ad
vantages to a large university, but there are also
real strengths at Lawrence that deserve careful
attention and continued support.
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LU Obtains R ouault Prints
Two original prints by Rouault
from his famous Miserere Series
have been donated to Lawrence
by Leonard Seheller
Scheller, a copy editor for The
Milwaukee Journal, has been an
adm irer and collector of Rouault
graphics for more than 10 years.
Over the years, he has donated
original prints of the Rouault
Series to more than 40 colleges
and universities throughout the
United
States.
His
only
stipulation is that “ the pictures
be framed and hung where there
is considerable student traffic.”
The prints are presently being
framed and will be hung in the
Worcester Art Center in late
February.
"Student appreciation of the
work of Rouault is the reason for
my donations,” he said.
Both for scope of conception
and splendor of execution,

Twentieth Century art offers few
pare lle ls to R o u a u lt’s a c 
complishment in creating the
series of 58 plates for the
Miserere Series in aquatint and
etching. The prints were the
result of 15 years intermittent
labor between 1916 and 1931.
Rouault, perhaps the greatest of
all experimenters in black and
white, displays in his work a
baffling variety of techniques in
achieving his characteristic tonal
qualities.
The particular greatness of the
Miserere Series lies in Rouault’s
mingling of the things of heaven
and earth. While offering a single
a nguished
c o m m e n ta ry
on
modern civilization, the artist
shows war to be not so much the
cause as the grimmest effect of
our spiritual desolation. The real
tragedy of the human situation,
Rouault tells us, is not m an ’s
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inhumanity to man but m an ’s
inhumanity to himself
In all, 450 prints exist from
Rouault’s 58 original etchings.
The two which have been donated
to Lawrence are No. 3 and No. 19
in the series. One, showing the
head of Christ, is titled “ Eter
nally Scourged.” The other is
titled by the artist “ His lawyer, in
hollow phrases, proclaims his
entire unawareness.”

Three Choirs
In Concert
The Downer Womens’ Chorus,
the Lawrence Concert Choir and
the Law rence Singers w ill
present a com bined concert
Sunday afternoon, February 4, at
3 pm in Harper Mali (Not in the
Chapel, as shown on the posters).
The Downer Chorus is directed
by Mari Taniguchi, Associate
Professor of M usic. K arle
Erickson, Assistant Professor of
Music directs the Concert Choir,
and the Lawrence Singers.
The first section of the program
will present the Downer Chorus
s in g in g “ And w ith Songs I
w ill
C e le b ra te ,”
“ K y rie ,”
“ C r u c ifix u s ,”
and
“ Salve
R egina.” They will be followed
by the Vikyries, a smaller group
from the Chorus, which will sing
“ Adoramus Te.” “ Laudi alia
Vergine M aria,” and “The Virgin
M artyrs.” The Downer Chorus
will then return to the stage with
“ Praise ye the Lord in Heaven,”
and “ Alleluia.”
The middle section of the
pro g ram
w ill
feature
the
Lawrence Singers, a 16-member
ensemble group, who will per
form “ A Virgin Unspotted,” “ In
these
D e lig h tfu l
P leasant
( ’.roves,” “Gay Little N ym ph,”
and two Christmas madrigals,
plus “Christmas in the Straw”
featuring Margaret Schmidt on
the violin.
The Concert Choir will wrap up
the program with “Frostiana” a
series of works based on the
poems of Robert Frost and set to
music by Randall Thompson,
“ Evening” by Zolton Kodaly, and
Pachelbel’s “M agnificat” .
The concert, to be held in
Harper Hall, will be free of
charge.
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Sager to Seek
Bd. of Ed. Post
A position on the Appleton
school board is a “quiet little
jo b ’’, says Kenneth Sager,
Associate
Professor
of
Education. Yet Mr. Sager is back
in the race in hopes of gaining a
seat for another term on the
seven man board. Already in his
ninth year of service on the
board, Sager is currently in
competition with three other
ca nd ida tes for two v acant
positions. There is a chance,
however, that more candidates
may enter the race before the
January 30th deadline. If there
are more than four candidates a
primary will be held in March
prior to the regular elections on
April 3.
Monetary gain is not a con
sid eration of school board
members. Those who, like Sager,
choose to work for the Appleton
school system in this capacity do
so because they rank education
higher than the dollar. This often
conflicts with 65-70 percent of
Appleton residents who do not
have children enrolled in the
public schools Thus, it is often
difficult to get proposals ac
cepted and put into practice to
better the quality of education in
Appleton “ It’s one of those jobs
that you d o n ’t do an y th in g
about,” Sager admitted.
One of the things which con
cerns Sager about the Appleton
schools is its present system of
ability grouping. This is a process

whereby students are tested and
placed in tracks according to
their scores. It seems that this
often takes place at the seventh,
eighth, and ninth grade levels.
Sager feels that such a system
hampers the exploration which
should be taking place at this
time during a young person’s
education. If enough options are
a v a ila b le to students, Sager
believes, they will group them 
selves according to choice and
need.
Elim ination of ability grouping
seems to follow along with
S a g e r’s idea that education
should meet the individual in
terests of people from ages three
through eighty. It could better do
this “ if schools were open from 7
a.m . to 10 p.m ., seven days a
week, 365 days a year.” He sees
the teacher’s place as being that
of a resource or a facilitator
“ because you can’t teach anyone
to do anything.”
E lection of school board
members is not something which
excites Appleton residents. In
fact, the m a jo rity of them
probably do not even discuss it or
take the time to go to the polls.
Therefore, Sager does not find
traditional campaign methods
very profitable. Any Lawrence
students who are registered in
Appleton, however, are eligible to
vote on April 3 Any help would be
appreciated.

from the
little ol'
pizza maker Skiers To (io To Telemark
Due to an Illinois state holiday
which, it is feared, will cause
severe overcrowding at Indian
Head, the L U. Ski Club has
rerouted this y e a r’s trip to
Telemark.
Skiers will leave from in front
of the Chapel at 4:00 p.m.,
Friday, February 9 and proceed
to the White Pine Inn at Cable,
Wisconsin. Skiing at Telemark on
Saturday and Sunday will be
followed by buffet dinners at
White Pine. Transportation will
be provided in the evening to the
Telemark Lodge which has a
v arie ty of “ apres s k i’’ en 
tertainment. Monday morning

N EED A N EW
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Sammy’s
Pizza
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73I-21H7, 734-0292

choose fro m over 1000
m od els at Pah-low ’s.
P riced fro m $3 to $100.

Pah/awi

Luggage . Gifts
303 W. College
On the street of quality

will begin with a one and a half
hour bus ride to Indian Head for a
full day of skiing. The trip will
return to Lawrence around 10:00
p.m. Monday evening.
A $2.00 membership fee plus
$56.50 provides transportation,
three nights lodging, three days
tow tickets, meals on Saturday
and Sunday nights, breakfasts,
and access to a half barrel on
Saturday evening. Payments can
be m ade
to the
“ W inter
W eekend’ ’ account
in
the
Lawrence business office. If you
have any questions please con
tact Greg Schneider at 734-5529 or
Ossie Holway, Brokaw, ext. 333.

Sylvester &
Nielsen, Inc.

A
L

For T he Rest
B u y s In

School Su pplies
Ar t a n d D r a f t i n g
Supplies
2 1 3 E . C ol leg e Ave.

Foreign Centers
List Staffs, Classes
An informational meeting for
students interested in attending
the London and German Study
Centers has been scheduled for
Thursday, February 8, at 7:00
p.m. in Youngchild Ittl
The London Center will have as
its D ire cto r P ro f. Herbert
Tjossem of the English Depart
ment. Prof. Tjossem will offer
English 14, English Literature:
The M iddle Ages and the
Renaissance; and English 33,
Shakespeare in the Sum mer term
Prof. J a m e s D ana of the
Economics Department will also
teach during the Sum mer term,
offering E co no m ics 11, In 
troduction to the Principles of
Economics, and Economics 16,
In te r n a tio n a l
E c o n o m ic
P roblem s. S u m m e r term o f
ferings will also include courses
by two British scholars. Dr.
Brian O ’Farrell will offer History
16, History of Britain, 1660present, and Miss Gill Walt will
teach Sociology 16L, B ritish
Social Policy.
In the fall. Prof. Tjossem will
be joined by Prof and Ms. Cliffe
Joel of the Lawrence Chemistry
Department. In each term of
their residence one of the Joels
will offer a no-prerequisite
C hem istry course, w hile the
other will offer an advanced
course. In the Fall term, Ms. Joel
will offer C he m istry 9, E n 
vironmental Chemistry, while
Mr Joel teaches Chemistry or
Biology 44L, Molecular Biology.
During that term, the Center
offerings will also include English
32, Medieval Literature, and
E ng lish 70, In tro d u ctio n to
Linguistics, both taught by Prof
Tjossem; and two courses taught
by British Scholars, Philosophy
15, offered by M rs. Helena
Sheiham, and Government 39,
Britain and Europe, taught by
Prof. Alan Beattie.
In the W inter te rm , Mr.
Tjossem will give English 10,
Literary Analysis, and English
41, Modern British Fiction. Mr.
Joel will teach a no prerequisite
Chemistry course, Chemistry 8,
Chemistry of the Brain, while Ms.
Joel teaches Chemistry 28, En
vironmental Chemistry. History
16 and Government 39 will be
repeated by Professors O ’Farrell
and Beattie.
In the Spring term, Ms. Joel
will repeat Chemistry 9 and Mr.
Joel will repeat Chemistry or
Biology 44L. Mr Tjossem will
teach the course in Shakespeare
again, and will also offer E ng
lish 16. E n g lish L ite ra tu re :
Romantics, Victorians, Moderns.
Miss Walt and Mrs. Sheiham will
repeat
Sociology
10L and
Philosophy 15.
The German Study Center, as
previously
anno unced, w ill
operate only during the Summer
and Fall terms. Prof Ron Tank
of the
L aw rence
Geology
Department will continue as the

Director of the Center. During
the Summer term, Dr. Tank will
teach Geology
1, General
Geology, and
Geology
82,
Seminar: Geography of Western
Europe. He will be joined by
Prof Dorrit Friedlander of the
Lawrence German Department
Miss F rie d la n d e r w ill teach
German 2, Beginning German II,
and German 12, Intermediate
German II. The curriculum will
also include in the summer
History 19, Fascism, taught by
Herr Uwe Horst, and University
Course 14. Current Social and
Political Problems, taught by Dr.
Konrad Tuzinski.
Courses taught at the German
Study Center in the Fall term will
include
Geology
3,
En
v iro nm en tal
Geology,
and
Geology 11, Major Problems inGeology, both taught by Dr.
Tank. Miss Friedlander will offer
German 11, Intermediate Ger
man I, and German 22, Selected
Readings in German Literature.
Mr Horst will teach History 18,
History of the Cold War. Dr.
Tuzinski will offer English 50:
Selected Topics in Literature.
This course will deal with the
Utopian novel and its sig
nificance as a form of social
comment.
Students wishing application
blanks for either program may
secure them from the Main Hall
Faculty Office. Anyone having
questions concerning either
program is invited to the open
informational meeting. Dr. E.
Graham Waring is available for
questions at other times as well;
his office is Main Hall 336-C.

Cloak...

TO L IV E N l TP the doldrums of mid-winter at Lawrence, SEC w ill present a concert in the
Chapel this Wednesday, February 7, featuring Me Kendree Spring and the Monroe
Doctrine Bluegrass Band. Most Lawrentians still remember the Monroe Doctrine from
Homecoming, when they played to a lively and enthusiastic SRO crowd in the Viking
ttoom The contagion of the Bluegrass Bug is a sure cure for the Lawrence Plague that
has the campus down. The Monroe Doctrine will lay out the happiest and bounciest sounds
heard around here in a long while. Sharing the bill with Monroe Doctrine is McKendree
Spring the East-coast electric folk-rock group The group has attracted a lot of attention
lately, and is especially noted for its concert appearances at which the “ big’’ groups they
are backing get upstaged. The Monroe Doctrine will play its blend of traditional and
contemporary country music, and McKendree Spring will bring on their special brand of
rock music. The concert will be at 8 pm Wednesday the 7th, and tickets will be sold to LU
students for $1.50 at the door.

Art ('enter To Display 02 Etchings
Since the end of the Fifteenth
Century, when* Albrecht Durer
printed
15 large woodcuts
illu s tra tin g the Apocalypse,
artists have been drawn toward
creating original graphic art for
a particular literary theme
From Feb 4 to Feb. 25, Wor
cester Art Center will display 62
original prints by contemporary
artists
who have
created

illustrations of particular literary
themes. The etchings will be on
display in the Art Center, which
is open from 8 a.m . to 5 p.m
Monday through Saturday and
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday.

LUCC...

At the next m ee tin g, the
selection date for the Com
m itte e ’s m em bers about 3 Council will work on the election
procedure, in an effort to limit
months. It was felt that the
the double voting by one in 
members should be chosen at the
dividual
It is proposed that
end of winter term, to commence
voting for the L.U.C.C. officers be
their tasks third term This way,
held in the Dorms For the offthey would have time to work
campus people, and the faculty,
together and effectively plan for
provisions would be made in the
the fall term before the sum mer
Union. And for the small houses
holidays began. Previously, the
onus of organizing these ac and the Quad, Downer has been
tivities, which include Home suggested. This last point has
coming, was left with the head already met with disapproval,
of the Committee.
and may well be changed.
The L.U.C.C. will legislate in
For the representatives, the
the future on a liberalized anim al elections would be held for two
policy, health care facilities, and ' consecutive days in the two food
centers.
improving alumni relations.

(continued from page 1)

(continued from page 1)
serve as animals and Noah’s
sons.
Appealing
A factor which made the two
plays appealing to the medieval
audience and still in trig u e
modern observers is that the
presentations taught serious
doctrine in a humorous, exciting,
and entertaining way.
According to Howard, “ Cain is
evil in c a rn ate , foul m outhed,
loud and vulgar.” Abel, on the
other hand, is above reproach in
his religious devotion. The
character of God in the two plays
is portrayed as at once majestic
and h u m an , om nipotent and
capable of absent minded en
thusiasm.
Noah and his wife are not a
pious couple, enjoying frequent
squabbling and reluctant ree
onciliation while working on the
ark.
Howard summed it up “ We
feel that “ (’ain and N oah" has a
lot of possibility—we have a lot of
potential excitement and en
thusiasm to convey to our
audiences if they’ll only approach
the show with an open mind,
ready to enjoy themselves.”
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The other bill passed concerned
the soliciting of students. The
decision reached was that any
solicitors, whether members of
the University or not, must get
permits from the Dean’s Office.
Under the name of solicitor might
be included the disciples of the
Guru Mahareshi Ji who were
preaching to members of the
Law rence
co m m u n ity
last
Saturday evening at Downer. The
decision as to whether a permit is
issued or not will be left up to the
discretion of the Dean’s Office
although a definite bias for the
Lawrence members has been
assured by Dean Lauter.
The third decision reached,
concerning the Special Events
Committee, was to move up the

WE RENT
ALL NEW
FORDS!

The etchings will all be for sale
with prices beginning at $30.
In the exhibit, each book will be
displayed in its entirety, along

with all of the individual prints
for each edition. Among the
artists and books featured in the
exhibit w ill be W arrin gto n
Colescott, illustrating “ Death in
V enice” ; F ritz E ichenberg,
illustrating “ In Praise of Folly” ;
Naoko Matsubara, illustrating
“ W alden P o n d ” ; and Peter
Milton, illustrating “ The Jolly
Corner.”

The Vikes are No I with us at Sabre
and

Sabre Lanes is N o . I in Bowling
1330 Midway, 739-9161 — Come and visit us
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Grapplers Take Two
The Lawrence wrestling team
earned it’s share of success and
then some this past weekend as it
journeyed to W atertow n to
compete in a double-duel meet.
The Vikes outmuseled both op
ponents as Ihey beat N o r
thwestern College 44-8 and topped
Beloit by a m argin of 44-5.
In addition to the obvious
success in terms of bouts won the
meet was also beneficial because
it gave a number of new
wrestlers a chance to compete. In
wrestling only one participant is
allowed to participate for each
weight class. IJusually this is the
same person each week. If a
wrestler wishes to challenge a
regular competitor for his job a
“wrestle off” is held and the
winner competes in the next
meet. Depth, then, is not an
important variable in any single
match. Of course there are
considerations w hich make depth
important. Most important are
the need to provide each man

with day to day competition and
provide substitutions in case of
injury and shifts in weight class
due to strategy and excess
poundage.
Coach lion Roberts is once
again fortunate to have ex
wrestler A1 Blomgren as his
assistant coach. Blomgren, who
was also the soccer coach this
year, wrestled for four years as a
Viking and then continued to
compete while in the Air Force.
A1 supplements his coaching
duties by teaching junior high
area studies in E n g lish in
Kaukauna.
This weekend the Vike grap
plers enter a busy portion of their
schedule. Friday the Vikes en
tertain Marantha at home (4:30
pm) while Saturday brings a
home rematch with Beloit and
Northw estern
(1:30 p m ) On
Wednesday the team participates
in its final meet as it travels to
Ripon.

The Conference
('F I)A R R A PID S, IOWA - The
top offenses and the top defenses
in the Midwest Conference meet
head-on this weekend in a series
of four games which could shake
up the first division standings.
The league’s first four clubs will
battle one another as the con
ference season hits the halfway
point.
The first match-up has the
Midwest Conference’s only un
defeated teams in action Friday
night when Knox plays at Coe.
Both are 5-0. Third place Mon
mouth (4-1) will beat Beloit (3-2),
which is in fourth place, Friday
night On Saturday, Knox plays
at Beloit and Monmouth w ill be at
Coe.
League statistics released
Tuesday showed Coe and Knox
leading the team statistics with
Monmouth second in both offense
and defense. Coe’s 88-point
average was the top offensive
effort, with M onm outh and
Cornell in a virtual tie for second.
Monmouth has averaged 80.8
points per game and Cornell, 80.2.
Knox has held opponents to 03
points per game to post the No. 1
defensive average, followed by
Monmouth at 65.6 and Beloit at
68 t.
Leon Smith of Carleton moved
into a first place tie with Dan
Halvorsen of St. Olaf among
Midwest conference scorers.
Smith, who was two points behind
H alvorsen
last
week, and
Halvorsen each have 21.2 scoring
averages in league statistics
released Tuesday.
Gary Pokorn of Knox moved up

to third place with a 20-point
average.
Newcom ers to the top 10
scorers were Randy Kuhlmann of
Cornell, averaging 18 points per
game for seventh place, and
Mark Schroeder of St. Olaf,
averaging 15.2 for ninth

Knox
Coe
Monmouth
Beloit
Hi pon
St. Olaf
Cornell
Carleton
Lawrence
(¡rinnell

W I, AvgOpp
5 0 79.8 63.0
88.0 71.4
80.8 65.6
67.4 68.8
72.6 76.0
76.3 70.5
80.2 77.0
67.6 75.8
57.6 79.1
62.4 80.2

Games Friday <Feb. 2)
Knox at Coe
Monmouth at Beloit
Carleton at Cornell
St. Olaf at C.rinnell
Games Saturday <Feb. 3)
Knox at Beloit
Monmouth at Coe
Lawrence at Ripon
Carleton at Grinnell (1:30 >
si O laf at Cornell (1:30)
Results Last Week
Knox 85, Cornell 68
Knox 60, Grinnell 55
Coe 86, Beloit 63
Monmouth 83, Grinnell 66
Monmouth 102, Cornell 93
St Olaf 88, Ripon 66
St. Olaf 76, Lawrence 49
Carleton 90, Lawrence 67
Ripon 68, Carleton 58

“ AN U N ID E N T IF IE D Vike wrestler takes an unscheduled rest before preparing to topple
his Lakeland opponent.

Skaters Pummel Redmen
by Curt Cohen
Paced by two goals each by
center Tom Kinnealy and right
wing Bob Freyder, the Lawrence
U niversity
Hockey
Team
slaughtered Ripon College, 7-2,
last Saturday at the Jones Park
“ Gardens” .
Kinnealy opened the scoring
early in the first period gaining
control of the puck from a faceoff to the left of the Redman
goalie and slipping the puck into
the net.
After Kipon tied the score 1-1 at
the midway point of the period,
the Vikes began pelting the
Redman goalie from close in.
Then defenseman Tim Leisure,
at the left point, took a pass and
from 50 feet, sent a hard, low
drive past the screened goalie.
Law rence
continued
to
dominate play throughout the
second period, leaving the
Redmen few opportunities to
score Kinnealy scored his second
goal of the afternoon after in
tercepting a pass at center ice
and then skating in all alone on a
breakaway. Tom deked to his
left, (“ deked” is a Canadian term
meaning “ faked” ) then put a
high backhanded shot by the
prostrate goaltender
Kipon managed its final score
by trapping Lawrence deep in the
Vike zone. Viking goalie Jim
“ Hiss” Hisson, screened out on
the play, was unable to get a pad
on the loose puck as the
Lawrence defense was caught off
guard.

HOM E SAVINGS
3 20 E. C ollege Ave
A ppleton. Wis. 54911
4 1 4 -7 3 4 1483

America's
Friendliness
Try Our Delicious

ROAST BEEF
Weekends Open till 2 a.m.
729 W. College

Retson’s Restaurant
& The Shack
Lower Level
109 W C ollege
Wednesday Nite Special:
Ad good fo r 15c o ff any
beer purcha sed L im it
one ad per beer

Not to be denied though, the
Vikes came right back and
padded their lead when rightwing Mike Merriock steamed up
ice on his off wing and centered
to linemate Chuck Will. “C B .”
fanned on the shot but defen
seman John Imse, trailing on
play, took the perfect pass and
netted his first goal as a Vike.
Ripon, attempting to contain
the Vike offense, changed goalies
for the final period but to no
avail, as Lawrence’s top scoring
line clicked for three goals. After
working the puck into the Ripon
zone, center Curt “Tony” Cohen
centered to right wing Freyder
from the left boards. Freyder all
alone with the goaltender to
himself, wasted little time in
notching his second goal of the
campaign.
On the same shift, the Vikes
again pressured Kipon into their
own zone. Tim Leisure wound up
from the point again and found
Cohen parked off to the right of
the Redmen goal Cohen easily
beat the goaltender for his third
goal of the season.
After two line changes, the
“ G .A .G .” (goal a-game) line
returned
and
clicked
for
Lawrence’s final score. From the
draw, Cohen hit left wing Mark
Hoffman with a pass that sent

him and Freyder in alone on the
helpless Redman goalie. Hoff
man drew the goalie out and fed
to Freyder for the easy goal.
The game marked the highest
point production by Lawrence
this season. At the same time, the
game allowed goalie “ Hiss” to
bring his goals-against average
down to a very respectable 2.33.
Tomorrow, Lawrence takes on
p o w e rh o use
M a rq u e tte
University in a game that will
m ark the W arriors’ first visit to
the Jones Park “ Gardens” .
In the first of two previous
contests, played last year, the
Warriors cleaned Lawrence 9-4
This year after m uch im 
provement in the nets, by way of
Sophomore Jim Hisson, and on
defense, via the defensive
pairings of Tab Brockie-Steve
Corbett and George Stubbs-Tim
Leisure, Lawrence lost a rugged
contest 3-1.
This will be the first time ever
that Vike fans have the op
portunity to view the potent
M arquette offense, when it
clashes with the most adept
defense the Lawrence University
Hockey Team has had in years.
Gam e time for the match is
scheduled for 2:00 pm at Jones
Park. Admission is free.

Swimmers Beached
The biggest disappointment to
APPLETON,
W IS .- C o a c h
Coach Davis in the meet was in
Gene Davis’s swimmers fared
well
in d iv id u a lly
in
last ‘ the 400-yard freestyle relay, in
weekend's meet at Beloit College,. which the difference between
first and third place came down
but were overwhelmed by sheer
to little more than I-'l- seconds.
numbers in meet totals.
Lawrence, with Peter Mitchell,
At the Beloit meet, Lawrence
Terry Nilles. Kelly and Davis
competed against Grinnell, and
competing in the event finished
Cornell Colleges, losing to
third with a time of 3 minutes 38
(¡rinnell 86-28 and to Cornell 78seconds, with Cornell the victor
34. A third Iowa team. Coe
with a 3:36.4 time followed by
College, failed to appear at the
Grinnell with a 3:37.6 time.
meet giving Lawrence a victory
This weekend, the Vike tank
by default.
men return to Beloit for meets
L aw re nc e ’s Tom C u tter, a
against two Minnesota teams -St
sophomore, took a first place in
Olaf and Carleton Colleges both
one m eter div in g co m petition
of which have strong squads this
against Cornell College and a
year, according to Davis.
second place against Grinnell. Of
Davis, plagued by lack of depth
eight divers from five schools at
on this year's 14-member team
Beloit (Beloit competed against
which includes five freshman and
Ripon in the same pool). Cutter
five sophomores, said the small
was second overall, followed by
size of the squad makes for dif
Kreg Scully, a freshman, in third
ficu ltie s in dual meet c o m 
place overall.
petitions.
Freshman John Davis was
“ It's hard to pick up enough
third overall m 100-yard freestyle
points to win when you’re out
co m petition , tak in g a first
numbered down the line.” Davis
against Grinnell and a second
said. “ But we have some ex
against Cornell with a 54.2 time.
cellent swimmers and we should
In the 1.(UK) yard freestyle. Tim
do well in in d iv id u a l p e r 
K elly, was second against
formances in this year’s con
Grinnell, third against Cornell
ference m eet."
and fifth overall

